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After having served the Society as the secretary from
2010 to 2016, it is a great honour for me to continue
to serve as the president until 2018. In the past
years, the Society has continued to encourage the
further development of Biomechanics in Canada, and
I am looking forward to working with the CSB
Executive and with all of you to make these next two
years at least as great as the past few.
We had very successful biennial meetings: below, the
2016 Conference Chair Peter Keir shall provide more
details on the 2016 CSB meeting. We are also very
excited to announce that the 2018 CSB Meeting, which – please allow me – I
will refer to as CSB 2018 in all future communications, will be held in Halifax
from Tuesday 14 to Friday 17 August 2018. The Conference Co-Chairs Janie
Astephen Wilson (Dalhousie) and Scott Landry (Acadia) have already
prepared a first call for symposia, which is attached to this Newsletter.
The Society has also supported several regional conferences, such as the
Alberta Biomedical Engineering Conference, which had its 17 th edition in
2016. Moreover, with several grants and awards, the Society has supported
its youngest and most promising members and has recognised the most
prominent senior researchers.

Follow
@CSBiomech
for up-to-date
information!

I would like the theme of the Society in the 2016-2018 period to be inclusion.
While the Canadian Society for Biomechanics shall naturally continue to
foster the traditional Biomechanics of Motion and all closely related fields, it
should also expand to include all researchers in all fields of Biomechanics
covered across Canada. Too often I meet Canadian colleagues in a field
close to mine (continuum modelling of soft tissues) who tell me “I did not even
know that we had a Canadian Society for Biomechanics…!” Therefore, the
Executive, the Conference Co-Chairs and I would like to ask you to help the
Society in this endeavour, and to invite your colleagues from different fields in
Biomechanics to participate in, make their students participate in, and
possibly organise symposia within CSB 2018.
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
CSB EXECUTIVE
2016-2018

PRESIDENT
Salvatore Federico, PhD
Associate Professor
Dept. of Mechanical &
Manufacturing Engineering
The University of Calgary
2500 University Drive NW
Phone: 403-220-5790
Email:
salvatore.federico@ucalgary.ca

PAST PRESIDENT
Clark Dickerson, PhD
Associate Professor
Department of Kinesiology
University of Waterloo
200 University Ave W
Waterloo, ON
Phone: 519-888-4567 x37844
Email:
clark.dickerson@uwaterloo.ca

SECRETARY
Andrew Laing, PhD
Associate Professor
Department of Kinesiology
University of Waterloo
200 University Avenue West
Waterloo, ON
Phone: 519-888-4567 x38947
E-mail: actlaing@uwaterloo.ca

As a conclusive remark of my first newsletter contribution as the president
of the Society, I would like to thank the colleagues on the Executive
Committee. I would like to welcome the new Executive members: the
Conference Co-Chairs Janie Astephen Wilson (Dalhousie) and Scott
Landry (Acadia), as I have already mentioned, and the new Student
Representatives Elora Brenneman (McMaster) and Brock Laschowski
(Waterloo). Also, I would like to thank the exiting members: the Past
President Stephen Robinovitch (Simon Fraser), with whom I have worked
in the CSB Executive for several years, and the exiting Student
Representatives Alison McDonald (McMaster) and Tara Diesbourg
(Queen’s). The other members of the Executive are an already thoroughly
tested group, with whom it has been great to work and whom I would like
to thank for their contributions to the Society: Clark Dickerson (Waterloo)
as the Past President, Andrew Laing (Waterloo), who has become the
Secretary, Grant Handrigan (Moncton) as the Treasurer, Peter Keir
(McMaster) as the Past Conference Chair, Mike Holmes (Brock) as the
Communication Officer, and Stephen Brown (Guelph) and Janessa Drake
(York) as Members-at-Large.

Please help the Society with your continued support and participation, to
make it an even more important point of reference for all Biomechanics
researchers in Canada!

All the best,
Salvatore

TREASURER
Grant Handrigan, PhD
Assistant Professor
School of Kinesiology and
Leisure
Université de Moncton
Pavillon Léopold-Taillon
18, avenue Antonine-Maillet
Moncton, NB
Phone: 506-858-3764
Email:
grant.handrigan@umoncton.ca
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A MESSAGE FROM OUR PAST PRESIDENT
Dear CSB/SCB Members,

CSB EXECUTIVE
2016-2018

CONFERENCE CHAIRS
Janie Astephen Wilson
(Dalhousie)

Scott Landry (Acadia)

PAST CONFERENCE CHAIR
(CSB 2016)
Peter Keir, PhD, CCPE
Professor
Department of Kinesiology
McMaster University
1280 Main Street West
Hamilton, ON
Phone: 905-525-9140 x23543
E-mail: pjkeir@mcmaster.ca

COMMUNICATIONS
Mike Holmes, PhD
Assistant Professor
Brock University
Department of Kinesiology
Niagara Region | 1812 Sir
Isaac Brock Way | St.
Catharines, ON L2S 3A1
Email: mholmes2@brocku.ca

Greetings from Waterloo at (after?) the end of my presidential term. 20152017 was a great time for the society, and included an extremely
successful conference in Hamilton in 2016 as well as a major increase in
membership and a return to a more secure financial position. Please see
Grant Handrigan’s report for more details.
Our conference in Hamilton was one of the most well-attended in history.
The organizing committee at McMaster spanned many departments and
faculties, and brought together a fantastic meeting. Peter Keir’s report
expands on the conference happenings. It was refreshing to connect with
old friends and make new ones throughout the conference’s many
opportunities’, including social events. The quality of research seemed
especially high at the conference!
Biomechanics in Canada continues to compete internationally. It was
wonderful news to hear that the 2019 meeting of the International Society
of Biomechanics will come to Calgary. This will be a tremendous
opportunity for our country to display the wide range and excellence of the
research programs from coast to coast.
As for the East Coast, the executive was thrilled to finalize and now
announce that the 2018 biennial conference of the society will be in
Halifax, through a coordinated effort between Dalhousie and Arcadia. This
follows a successful string of meetings in Kingston (2010), Vancouver
(2012), Boston (2014), and Hamilton (2016). We are enthusiastically
pursuing and welcoming bids for the 2020 standalone CSB meeting. Our
preliminary plan is to combine with ASB for a NACOB meeting, in Canada,
in 2022.
One of the greatest honours of being the president of the society is to
inform Career Award winners of their successful nomination and award. I
had the pleasure of calling Cheryl Hubley-Kozey in early 2016 to share
news of her award, which she accepted at the Hamilton meeting. Please
consider nominating an esteemed colleague for a Career Award at our next
conference.
I am enthusiastic that the best is yet to come for our society! I am confident
that under the leadership of Salvatore Federico we will continue to
exemplify a comprehensive, inclusive society
that spans the breadth of both our country and
the interdisciplinary branch of science we all
love! My heartfelt thanks to the executive board
who were enthusiastic and efficient in working
together for the good of the society. Welcome to
new members and farewell to those rotating off
the executive. I will be looking forward to
meeting everyone in Nova Scotia soon.

Students—please join
the CSB LinkedIn

Finally, a friendly reminder - please renew your
membership!
Your Past-President,
Clark
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JOIN US IN HALIFAX FOR CSB 2018

Save the Date & Call for Symposia
We are happy to announce that the biennial conference of the CSB/SCB will be coming east to
Halifax, Nova Scotia in 2018. Please mark your calendars for Tuesday, the 14th of August to
Friday, the 17th of August, 2018. The conference will take place at a Halifax waterfront
location, in the historic Westin Nova Scotian hotel.
The conference co-chairs are Janie Wilson (Dalhousie University) and Scott Landry (Acadia
University), and we have a diverse and multidisciplinary team of organizers already working
hard to put together an exciting scientific and social program for you.
At this time, the chairs and organizing committee are looking for suggestions for symposia for
the conference. We would welcome any input through the coming months. Please send
suggestions to Janie.Wilson@Dal.Ca or Scott.landry@acadiau.ca.
The Society is aiming at expanding its horizons, to ideally include all fields of Biomechanics
covered by researchers in Canada, while still fostering the more “traditional” field of the
Biomechanics of Movement. Therefore, we would like to ask your collaboration in inviting
colleagues working in different and diverse fields of research.
Moreover, we hope that you will encourage your colleagues and trainees who may be
interested in joining CSB/SCB to attend, and hope that you will share this with them. We will
continue to communicate with you as we develop our program.
We look forward to welcoming old and new members to Halifax in 2018!
Sincerely,
Janie Wilson & Scott Landry
CSB/SCB 2018 Conference Co-chairs
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NEW WEBSITE!
It is our pleasure to announce that the CSB/SCB website has been given a much needed update!
Please check out our new online presence...

www.csb-scb.com
We have been working hard to develop a new page that is modern, clean, and easy to update for
future communications officers. With any new site, there may be some broken links or functionality
problems. We welcome the society’s feedback on the site as we continue to improve on this
“version 1” of the updated platform!
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COMMUNICATIONS & RESEARCH NEWS
THESIS CORNER
Under the student section of our website we have a ‘Thesis Corner’. We hope with the NEW website
that students and supervisors will take advantage of this section. Please submit recently completed
master’s and doctoral thesis. We will upload these to our website, or provide a link to the university
or library. The thesis corner will contain the title, name, year and institution along with a web link. It
is a great way to promote biomechanics across Canada!

As an example, check out the NEW website.
Brock Laschowski, our CSB/SCB student rep is the first to be featured!

FEATURED LAB
The NEW website is set up to promote biomechanics research across Canada! We are encouraging
everyone to submit laboratory pictures, study pictures or articles to the communications officer.
Your pictures can be featured on the website! We will update the website with research pictures, as
well as tweet the material. Let us get your research more visible to the public!

As an example, check out the NEW website. Scott Landry, co-chair of the CSB/SCB 2018, and Jack
Callaghan, University of Waterloo are the first labs to be featured!
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COMMUNICATIONS & RESEARCH NEWS
We are continually increasing our “followers”. Our online presence in
the Biomechanics community is growing!

Please follow us
@CSBiomech

Students—please join the CSB
student LinkedIn page!

Please send any suggestions and ideas to increase

communication or enhance website functionality to
the communications officer.

Advertising in the Newsletter
The CSB executive is welcoming companies and/or organizations with an
interest in Biomechanics to consider being part of our future newsletters and
new website. If you are interested in learning more about advertising
opportunities, please contact the communications officer.
csbcomms@gmail.com
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STUDENT REPORT
Hello CSB Student Members!

CSB EXECUTIVE
2016-2018
MEMBERS AT LARGE
Stephen Brown, PhD
Associate Professor
Human Health and Nutritional
Sciences
University of Guelph
50 Stone Road East
Guelph, ON
E-mail:
shmbrown@uoguelph.ca
Janessa Drake, PhD
Associate Professor
2030 Sherman Health Science
Research Centre
School of Kinesiology and
Health Science
York University
4700 Keele Street
Toronto, ON
Phone: 416-736-2100 x33568
E-mail: jdrake@yorku.ca

STUDENT REPS
Brock Laschowski
Doctoral Student
Biomedical Engineering
University of Toronto
E-mail: brock.laschowski@
mail.utoronto.ca

Elora Brenneman
Doctoral Student
Department of Kinesiology
McMaster University
E-mail:
brennema@mcmaster.ca
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Please welcome the new CSB Student Representatives Brock Laschowski
and Elora Brenneman. Brock and Elora were elected to the CSB Executive
Committee at the 19th Biennial Meeting of the CSB in Hamilton, Ontario
(hosted by McMaster University). The 20th Biennial Meeting of the CSB is
scheduled for August 14-17, 2018 in Halifax, Nova Scotia (hosted jointly by
Dalhousie University and Acadia University). CSB student members are
eligible for a CSB Student Travel Award. Two awards, up to $3000.00 CDN
each, will be available annually. The CSB will also award up to 20 Travel
Grants, each valued up to $300.00 CDN. For more information, please visit
the new CSB website!
In addition, the 26th Congress of the International Society of Biomechanics
(ISB) will take place July 23-27, 2017 in Brisbane, Australia [link]. Early Bird
Registration closes April 7, 2017. For ISB-related Travel Awards and
Grants, please visit [link] and [link]. If you’re interested in joining the ISB,
student membership fees are currently $36.53 CDN per year [link]. Are you
seeking biomechanics-related job opportunities? The “Biomech-L” website
posts daily updates on both faculty and industry positions worldwide [link].
Finally, please consider following the CSB on Twitter [link] and joining the
LinkedIn group [link]. If you have any questions or comments, please email
Brock (brock.laschowski@mail.utoronto.ca) and Elora
(brennema@mcmaster.ca).

Brock Laschowski
PhD Student
Institute of Biomaterials and Biomedical Engineering
Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering
University of Toronto
E-mail: brock.laschowski@mail.utoronto.ca
Elora Brenneman
PhD Student
Department of Kinesiology
Faculty of Science
McMaster University
Email: brennema@mcmaster.ca
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT
Twenty sixteen (2016) was a successful year financially, and
scientifically, for the Canadian Society for Biomechanics. CSB 2016,
held at McMaster University, contributed importantly to the CSB
coffers. Through the conference revenue and the membership
revenue, we are able to support the society members and their
research activities. Please continue to renew your membership and
help us financially support our members’ excellent work.
In 2016, we provided financial support for the 17th Annual Alberta
BME Conference 2016 by sponsoring a podium award presentation
the was awarded to Lindsay Loundagin from the University of
Calgary and a poster award to Jaehoon Kim also from the University
of Calgary. We also supported the 2016 Ontario Biomechanics Conference hosted by Queen’s
University.

In addition, CSB awarded 13 travel grants to trainees to attend CSB 2016 in Hamilton. Each award
was valued at $300 and the following people received these grants:
Sabrina Abram
Yasir Al-Saffar
Kaylee Christina Laura Brooks
Kerry Elizabeth Costello
Cat Czyrnyj
Brock Laschowski
Jacqueline Rios
Olivia Zajdman
Michael Del Bel
Maria Yamamoto
Shuhue Liu
Sayed Naseel Mohamed Thangal
Surabhi Simha
Another important trainee grant that the CSB awarded in 2016 was the research travel grant to
Amirhossein Hamedzadeh, a PhD candidate from the University of Calgary. Amirhossein traveled to
Sweden to conduct tissue biomechanics research with Dr. T. Christian Gasser at the KTH who is
the director the VasuMECH research laboratory specializing in cardiovascular disease research.
Please view the travel award report for more information.
Finally, the CSB, with the generous support of Northern Digital Inc., awarded CSB 2016 conference
awards to Dr. Geoff Power from the University of Guelph for the Young Investigator award, Kelsey
Gsell also from the University of Guelph for the Master’s award, Graham McDonald the President’s
poster award and Aaron Kociolek the Doctoral award. Congratulations to these, and all other award
winners for your contributions.
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT
As you can see, the CSB supports our members directly and indirectly contributes to the
Canadian biomechanics community at large. Please continue to provide your support as
members, and encourage colleagues to renew their memberships, or become first time
members, as the society has a lot to offer.

I am pleased to serve a community that supports its members and I look forward to continue
working on behalf of the membership. For a detailed view of the CSB’s finances, please view
the 2016 financial statements of the CSB, including our membership numbers and the financial
report.

If you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

Grant Handrigan
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT
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PAST CONFERENCE CHAIR (UPDATE)
CSB 2016 Conference Report
th

The 19 Biennial Meeting of the Canadian Society for Biomechanics
July 19-22, 2016, Hamilton, Ontario
From July 19-22, 2016, Hamilton was the centre of biomechanics in Canada, hosting the 19th Biennial
Meeting of the Canadian Society for Biomechanics. The goals of the conference organizing
committee were to promote career preparation, teaching, and funding. The conference had 299 total
attendees including exhibitors and keynotes from 63 institutions and 8 countries. Students comprised
over 55% of the attendees. There were 242 total communications including 93 podium presentations,
136 posters, 3 symposia of 3 speakers each, 3 keynotes, 1 CSB career award, and one live band for
the banquet.

Cheryl Hubley-Kozey from Dalhousie University opened the conference with her career award talk.
Our keynote speakers included Julie Steele from the University of Wollongong, Australia (partially
supported by ISB), Geoff Fernie from the University Health Network in Toronto provided a Labarge
Optimal Aging Initiative public lecture, and B.J. Fregly (University of Florida) provided the final keynote
with a view to where modelling and biomechanics can go.
Three symposia were held on the first morning of the conference. The Orthopaedic Biomechanics
symposium saw Peter Cripton (UBC), Rad Zdero (Western U), and Cari Whyne (UofT) present. The
Ergonomics symposium stressed injury prevention with Jack Callaghan (UW), Zong-Ming Li
(Cleveland Clinic), and Julie Côté (McGill) presenting their work and thoughts. The Locomotion
symposium covered a wide breadth of topics featuring Cheryl Hubley-Kozey (Dalhousie), Kurt Manal
(Delaware), and Chris McGibbon (UNB).
There was a very deep pool of NDI Doctoral and Masters New Investigator Award submissions. The
conference saw three finalists in each category with Aaron Kociolek (Nippissing) winning the Doctoral
Award and Kelsey Gsell (Guelph) winning the Masters Award. The Presidents’ Poster Award went to
Graham MacDonald (Calgary). The 2016 NDI Dave Winter Promising Young Investigator was Geoff
Power from the University of Guelph.
There were many other aspects of the conference including a preconference Career Planning
Seminar workshop, a lunch time teaching session presented by Joe Kim from McMaster University, a
very well-received Women in Science breakfast, a funding session, and an Alternate Careers session.
Based on the feedback, future conferences should incorporate elements like these, especially the
Women in Science breakfast which was a great success.
We would like to thank the 11 exhibitors, 4 external sponsors, sponsorship from 3 faculties and 4
departments at McMaster University, the organizing committee, and student volunteers for making the
conference a scientific, social and financial success. This conference would not have been
successful without the commitment, effort, and collaboration of the conference co-chairs and their
students.
Conference Co-Chairs – McMaster University
Jaclyn Hurley (Rehabilitation Science,)
Monica Maly (Rehabilitation Science)
Mike Sonne (Kinesiology)
Cheryl Quenneville (Engineering)
Greg Wohl (Engineering)
Peter Keir (Kinesiology)
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FROM ALL CSB MEMBERS, THANK YOU ORGANIZING COMMITTEE!
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CSB 2016 AWARD WINNERS
Career Award
The CSB Career Award is intended to honour those individuals who have been
active in promoting the field of biomechanics in Canada. This year, the CSB
celebrated our career award winner, Dr. Cheryl Hubley-Kozey from Dalhousie
University. Congrats Cheryl!
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CSB 2016 AWARD WINNERS

David Winter
Promising Young Investigator Award
This years David Winter Promising Young Investigator Award winner was
Dr. Geoff Power.
The David Winter Promising Young Investigator Award is intended to target postdoctoral researchers who are 6 years or less from there PhD graduation year. This
includes individuals in PDF positions and new faculty members who will typically be at
the pre-tenure stage of their career. The award winner was selected based on the
submitted awards package. At CSB 2016, Geoff gave a 30 minute podium session to
present his research.
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CSB 2016 AWARD WINNERS
Doctoral Student Award
The CSB had a tremendous Doctoral Awards competition this past year. Congrats to all the
nominees.
This years Doctoral Student Award winner was Dr. Aaron Kociolek from Nipissing University!
Congrats Aaron!

Masters Student Award
Like the Doctoral awards, the CSB had a very difficult time picking a winner. Congrats to all
of the great nominees.
This years Masters Student Award winner was Kelsey Gsell from the University of Guelph!
Congrats Kelsey! Graham McDonald won the President’s poster award.
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CSB/SCB GRADUATE STUDENT TRAVEL AWARD REPORT
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CSB/SCB GRADUATE STUDENT TRAVEL AWARD REPORT
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CSB/SCB GRADUATE STUDENT TRAVEL AWARD REPORT
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CSB/SCB GRADUATE STUDENT TRAVEL AWARD REPORT
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CSB 2016, GREAT SUCCESS, GREAT FUN!!
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CSB SUPPORTED REGIONAL MEETINGS
Ontario Biomechanics Conference
The 2017 Ontario Biomechanics Conference was hosted by University of Guelph in Alliston, ON
from March 10-12, 2017.
Please visit the CSB website for a link to the conference webpage.

The CSB provided a financial contribution to help the University of
Guelph offset conference related costs.
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CSB SUPPORTED REGIONAL MEETINGS
Alberta Biomedical Engineering Conference
The CSB recently supported the 2107 Alberta Biomedical Engineering Conference, which was held
in Banff from October 21-23, 2016.

Congratulations to the winners of the CSB sponsored student prizes:
CSB podium prize
Lindsay Loundagin, University of Calgary
CSB poster prize
Jaehoon Kim, University of Calgary
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2016 AGM MINUTES
Meeting Minutes
CSB/SCB General Meeting
Hamilton, ON
Tuesday, July 20
12:30 pm
Hamilton Sheraton
Call Meeting to Order
Clark Dickerson called the meeting to order.

Approval of the Agenda
No questions or comments were made. The agenda was approved.
Approval of Minutes of 2014 CSB/SCB Biennial Meeting (WCB Boston)
Minutes of this meeting circulated in newsletter
No questions or comments were made. The minutes were approved.
President’s Report (Dickerson)
Clark Dickerson thanked the conference Chairs, and the CSB Executive for their service to
the society.
Clark noted that a website refresh is in progress, and that we’ll continue with the online
voting and polling process.

Elections for the CSB Executive (Dickerson)
Clark Dickerson announced the following election results:
President – Salvatore Federico (U. Calgary)
Past-President - Clark Dickerson (U. Waterloo)
Past Conference Chair - Peter Keir (McMaster U.)
Secretary - Andrew Laing (U. Waterloo)
Treasurer - Grant Handrigan (Université de Moncton)
Communications Officer - Mike Holmes (U. Ontario Institute of Tech)
Member-at-Large (x2) - Stephen Brown (U. Guelph), Janessa Drake (York U.)
Student Representative (x2) - Brock Loschowski (U. Waterloo), Tara Diesbourg
(Queen’s U)
Clark Dickerson presented a message from Salvatore who was unable to attend the
meeting.
Awards Review (Dickerson)
CSB Career Award
Dr. Cheryl Kozey was announced as the CSB Career Award winner.
David Winter Young Investigator
Dr. Geoff Power was announced as the David Winter Young Investigator
Awardee.
Student Conference Travel Awards
It was noted that a number of Student Conference Travel Awards were awarded.
Student Travel Awards
Kenneth Smale (U. Ottawa) and Amir Hamedzadeh (U. Calgary) were announced
as the CSB Student Travel Award recipients.
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2016 AGM MINUTES
Treasurer / Membership Reports (Dickerson for Handrigan)
Grant Handrigan was not able to attend the meeting, so Clark presented details in his
stead. Our membership numbers as of the end of June 2016 were 93 regular
members, and 147 student members. From a financial perspective, it was noted that
the current CSB account balance was approximately $18,000, not including any funds
associated with CSB 2016. It was noted that several regional events had been
supported by CSB including the Ontario Biomechanics Conference (OBC, 2015, 2016)
and Alberta Biomedical Engineering Conference (2015, 2016).
Walter Herzog suggested we follow up with the WCB 2014 organizers as ASB had
received some funds to support their society as they aligned with WCB instead of
holding their own ASB meeting. Cheryl Kozey stated she had also heard the same
thing. Clark Dickerson stated he would follow up with the WCB 2014 organizers.
Communications Officer Report (Holmes)
Mike Holmes indicated that he was looking into changing the host of our CSB-SCB
website. He also indicated that some members reported that CSB emails were not be
received properly, potentially as the messages were being routed through Australia. He
stated he was working with the vendor on these issues.
2014 WCB Report (Dickerson)
Clark Dickerson provided a few details about this meeting. We had already talked about
some WCB issues under item 7 so this agenda item was short.

Student Representatives Report (Diesbourg, McDonald)
The student reps presented the findings from a CSB student membership survey they had
conducted. There were 39 respondents (mostly new members). 6/39 were members of
the CSB LinkedIn Group. 5/39 follow CSB on Twitter. They presented on the results of
a question about “Elements you would like to see from CSB”. The responses were as
follows:
Online workshops/seminars/webinars/forum: 22/39
Monthly research profiles: 18/39
Facebook group: 8/39
Other:
Job postings
Volunteer opportunities
"What can I do with my degree?"
Future CSB Conferences (Dickerson)
Clark indicated that the CSB executive is in talks with a group to host the 2018 CSB
meeting. More details would be provided as these talks progressed.
Clark indicated that the 2020 NACOB meeting will be coming to Canada. Preliminary
identification of potential sites is in progress.
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2016 AGM MINUTES
Other Business
Membership payment
Peter Keir made a motion to alter the CSB membership dues back to an annual
basis (they had been on an bi-annual basis for the past few years) to simplify
billing issues related to ‘back-dues’. There were no questions or objectives, and
the motion was passed.
CSB Growth
There were discussions about how to grow the membership of the society.
Lori Vallis stated that there are many people in the gait/posture research world
whose work is applicable to CSB (Joyce Fung was an example). She suggested
we reach out to the ISPGR group to let them know about CSB and encourage
attendance.
Walter Herzog stated we used to have a classic locomotion symposium that
attracted international names. We might initiate that practice again.
Greg Wohl suggested that orthopaedic biomechanics is typically under-represented
in CSB. He indicated that the Canadian Orthopaedic Research Society meeting
likely pulls people away from CSB. We can potentially coordinate meetings, or
touch base about promoting CSB, with the Canadian Orthopaedic Association
(COA).
Jack Callaghan mentioned that the work, and research, associated with the
Canadian Biomaterials Society could be of interest to CSB.
Clark indicated the Executive would look into exploring these possibilities.
Student Dues
A student suggested that the society consider a one-year membership for students
so that they could only pay the years a CSB conference is being held,
suggesting that it would save them some money and that the membership might
not be valuable to them in other years.
Jack Callaghan and Erica Nelson-Wong stated that annual membership is an
important service to your profession.
Talia ??? mentioned a potential option would be a ‘block membership’ that gained
someone membership to several related societies. This would require
coordination across these societies.
John Kozey suggested that this issue be passed to the CSB student reps to explore
with their student membership.
Walter Herzog stated that students/supervisors could send him the bill for the offmeeting-year membership fees of any student that didn’t want to pay for it and
he would cover their costs.
Adjournment
Janessa Drake made a motion to adjourn. No objections. The meeting was adjourned.
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CSB 2018
More info coming soon....
Save the date
Halifax, Nova Scotia
August 14—17, 2018

SEE YOU IN HALIFAX!

